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News
Editorial:
You may have been wondering what happened to the July Edition of Tight Lines. This
club’s newsletter lives or dies by the contributions of her members, and while the
editors of this newsletter contribute time and effort into crafting an enjoyable read, it
needs the participation of all. In the last 3-4 years, the number of Red Tag members
has near doubled, while the newsletter has about 6 regular contributors.
Also, in that time, other more immediate communication methods have been taken
up, (this is a good thing); as well as the regular email reminders, the google calendar
has become an effective tool in coordinating upcoming events, and team app continues
to grow an immediacy of communication and community.
At the last committee meeting and the last activity meeting votes were taken to reduce
the number of Tight Line editions from 11 per year to 6, both meetings passed the
proposition. This number of editions will be reviewed on an annual basis.
All we can do is reiterate the importance of member contributions to the newsletter. Eds.
Thanks to our sponsors who contributed to the social dinner raffle. All red tag
members are encouraged to pay them a recipricol visit.
Cover Page: Deans Reservoir on a cool but beautiful winter’s day. No fish, but the
snakes were out early this year and no doubt feasting on the plentiful frogs.
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President’s Message
Barney Stephens

As the incoming President of Red Tag, I look back at those who have been in the
position before me and I must admit I feel a little daunted by the task, but excited by
the prospect of continuing to be involved with the club.
The club’s history goes back all the way to 1932 and the club has a great
reputation in the fly fishing and casting community in Victoria and beyond.
Eighty years ago, at the small Toorourrong Reservoir near Whittlesea, a lone bait
angler was attracted by the method of a fellow angler casting a dry fly. The fly-fisher
was able to cast an incredible distance and had caught trout when bait anglers found
it difficult.
The bait angler was immediately determined to study this very method of
catching trout. The "dry-fly" fisher was Reg Lyne, the fishing department
manager at Hartley’s Sports Store, Flinders Street, Melbourne — the observer,
Wilfred Crouch a Doncaster orchardist. The chance meeting of these two
enthusiasts was destined in later years to improve the technique of fly-casting beyond
belief.
Another Toorourrong devotee, J M (Malcolm) Gillies, a well-known angler, golfer
and tackle maker from Carlton, observed Crouch providing fly-casting instruction to
a number of protégés at the reservoir. Before long, Gillies suggested that a
dedicated fly-fishers group be formed for casting practice on Tom Tully’s orchard
dam on the Ruffey Creek at Doncaster.
The rapid and permanent conversion of numerous Box Hill Angling Club
members followed, and in 1932, some fifty men under the energetic guidance of the
inaugural president Wilf Crouch, and secretary Frank Park of Box Hill, banded
themselves together under the appropriate title of the "Red Tag" club.
Today, Red Tag members meet regularly at their clubhouse at East Ivanhoe
Bowling Club.
On behalf of the committee and members I would like to thank Tony Ryan as the
outgoing President.
Tony has performed admirably in the role and has steered the club through what
has been a bit of a reinvigoration of the club.
Among other things, our membership has grown significantly to over a 100, we
now have a new home at East Ivanhoe while the development at Yarra Bend
continues, and the club has significantly increased the days spent “on the water” with
our fishing program.
Tony’s leadership and commitment to the club is greatly valued and I look
forward to being able to work alongside him as he has continued his
involvement as a committee member.
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Committee News
The committees does a great deal of work for the club, much of it going unnoticed.
Members give generously of their time and much of what happens at the club would
not happen without their involvement. We also say thanks to Janie Joseph and Ross
Caton who are both stepping down from the committee having helped with the
success of the club over the past couple of years, and welcome Sean Ehlert, Cameron
Clarke and David Honeybone who are new committee members.
It’s been a long cold winter and I am looking forward to the opening and a change
from standing around in freezing Western District lakes. Please check out the website
and calendar for upcoming trips, as there are many options to choose from.
Congratulations to Leff Andropf who came a very creditable second place at a recent
event, The Brunn Club Casting Shield. This event is open to Australian Casting
Federation affiliated clubs and brings together the best fly casters in the nation to
represent their club and compete for Australia’s premier club fly casting event. The
Brunn Shield is competed for over four days and comprises four fly accuracy events
that cover dry fly, wet fly and roll casting challenges, the same as fly fishos have to
contend with in a single day of fresh or saltwater fly fishing.
The recent change to the scoring system has been great for casting in this country,
resulting in only 20 points separating the top three total scores over the 12 events,
with only 2 points separating second from third. Mark Cuthbert was top caster with
750 points, with Leff Andropof scoring 732 points and Gary McKay scoring 730
points.
As I write this, I’m looking forward to our annual dinner and catching up with
members and their partners.
For those members who did attend I hope you did well in the raffle as we have had
our sponsors make some very generous donations.
Hope to see you soon
tight lines and loops

Barney Stephens
(eds. Note, no need for a photo of the incoming president, just take a look at the Barney themed edition
of this newsletter). -your welcome Barney ;-)
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Sponsors
With thanks for their ongoing support.

Aussie Angler Fishing & Tackle
Gear: Rick Dobson
30 Sherbourne Rd. Greensborough
T: 9432 1501

Like Tasmanian fishing news
on facebook?
www.tasfish.com

Big 4 Taggerty Holiday Park
3380 Maroondah Hwy Taggerty

book@big4taggerty.com.au
T:(03) 5774 7263

Supplier of quality fly fishing tackle and
equipment.
http://www.adrenalinflies.com.au

Subscribe to essential flyfisher’s
newsletters for exclusive offers.
www.essentialflyfisher.com.au

fly fishing DVD’s and films
Rise Festival Australia
www.gin-clear.com

Hurley’s Fly Fishing
Gavin Hurley
489 South Rd. Bentleigh
T:9532 1583

Ahead of our time since the beginning
Unit 19-20 52 Corporate Blvd
Bayswater
www.afn.com.au

Jim Baumgurtel
4 Trade Place Lilydale Vic 3140
www.flyfinz.com
m: 0410 423 430

Slickness down to a science

1051 Riversdale Road, Surrey Hills
We’ve been selling and servicing
prestige cars since 1983…
www.riversdaleprestige.com.au
Rio Fly Lines
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Report
Fishing in New Zealand
Barney Stephens
One Way of Fishing New Zealand.
New Zealand attracts fly fishers from all over
the world for a range of reasons. Usually
people just want to catch wild trout in
beautiful pristine locations.
I have had 2 trips there over the past couple
of years, so I thought I’d outline the way I
went about it, and include the costs, as the
question of $$ arises in many conversations.
I have been travelling to the North Island to
the Hawkes Bay region, south of Napier on
the mid-East side. I travel with 3 others and
we share all the costs equally. This year we
had 12 days away, 10 of which were chasing
trout.
Guides
We employ the services of a guide, and he
provides us with a package that includes
accommodation, all meals and of course
guiding. As there were 4 of us we share the
guiding day on, day off, and this works out
well especially if you want a day without the
guide asking you how the hell did you miss
that one?
Most of the fishing is done to sighted fish in
clear flowing rivers and beaded nymphs are
the most used flies, especially 16# and 18# in
fairly non-descript patterns.
Dry fly action was somewhat limited this trip,
but we all still managed a few.
Fishing with long 18-foot leaders with 2 or 3
flies attached is also normal.
In total this trip we landed 138 trout, mostly
rainbows, and got busted off, spooled and
generally blown away by many more than
that. I had 2 days when I didn’t actually put
a fish in the net!

We fly into Wellington and pick up a hire car
and head North on a trip that takes about 4
hours to our destination, Riverstone Cottages
on the Tuki Tuki river, where we are met by
our wonderful hosts and our guide.
The accommodation is very comfortable, and
the rooms are twins with ensuites to each
bedroom. The central area is the living,
eating, drinking and bragging area.
You can literally walk out the back fence and
start fishing!
During this trip we fished in several rivers all
within about a half to 1 ½ hours from our
base, 2 with the guide in his car and 2 in the
rental car.
Lots of walking is done along the braided
river beds on loose pebbly surfaces and a cool
beer, or more, that is provided in the package,
is a great relief after you’ve removed your
wading boots. No waders, as wet wading is
the norm this time of year, March.
As in all locations that I’ve fished, they don’t
just jump on your line over there, and the
guide’s knowledge of fly choices, locations,
presentation and his amazing ability to spot
fish, all helped to increase our chances
enormously.
So, what does it cost?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Return Airfare $318 each
Guide services $650 p/day
Accommodation $200 p/day
Food & drinks $200 p/day
4WD Car hire $950
Kitty
$80
Duty Free
$variable!
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As we were flooded out last year from the tail end of a cyclone and came
home early, our hosts and guides very kindly offered us 3 days gratis,
which also meant we would be back!
So, given that I didn’t pay for 3 of the 12 days, I’ve worked out that it
would have cost me about $3250 if I had to pay for the 12 days away.
That works out at about $270 per day all up. Not too bad really

Barney Stephens
Guide: Gary Harlen Wild Trout Adventures

Millbrook Lakes
(again!)

Barney Stephens (again!J)
Each year the Flylife Forum organises a variety of get togethers to target trout in a
variety of locations.
The Millbrook winter weekend is held in the first weekend in July each year and this
year I signed up for my 2nd run with that crew.
Cameron Clarke also came up to try his hand after the experience of watching many
of the Red Tag members catch multiple fish during our club trip in May.
(Yes, Cam and I only got 1 each, but we were keen to make amends.
12 people attended the weekend and by the time we headed off to the Wallace hotel
for Friday dinner, 10 fish had already been landed from Cabin Lake. ( I didn’t help
with that tally.)
Saturday morning with clears skies and a gentle wind we split up into 3 groups and
headed off with our 3 guides, Phillip and Mark Weigall and Jim Jackman.
In the 2 months since the Red Tag visit the area had received 12 inches of good rain
(that’s about 300 ml Andrew R) and the lakes had all been transformed, and many were
overflowing. The difference at Cabin lake was amazing!
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The fishing was tough but the fish that were caught over the next 2 days were crackers.
Many were polaroided, usually with most fish sighted inspecting your offering with
complete disdain, but occasionally one would let their guard down and you were on.
Great conditioned Brown and Rainbows up to 8.5 pounds came to the net for some
and I was lucky enough to get a beautifully coloured Brown of 7 1/4 pounds on a
small flash backed nymph.
Sunday saw a repeat of the previous day with different locations being tried and more
excellent fish being landed.
The hen rainbows were all laden with eggs, releasing them in a stream when posed
for a photo. This “stripping “was encouraged by Mark and Phillip as it made for
happy fish as they could not spawn naturally.
I only managed to get 4 fish for the weekend, but the quality certainly made up for
the quantity and I got my PB rainbow at just under 8 pounds. :)
[That’s about 3.6kg Barney S.] J

I’LL BE BACK…
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News Item
Red Tag Photo Competition.
via. Frank Groeneveld
Whether to catch a memory, or prove the size
of the catch, a camera is a ubiquitous
component of everyone’s kit. So Red Tag are
holding a photograp competition for
members.

…and the Categories are…
1. Landscapes:
Which can include people, but must be predominantly about the landscape and
include at least part of the water being fished, and;

2. Catch:
Not just your own fish the photo can be of another person holding a fish or a portrait of the
fish itself held in the hand, in the net, or on the ground. The Fish must be alive when photo
is taken, with or without fly in the mouth.
Equipment:
• Can be any type of picture-taking device, eg Camera, GoPro or Phone.
• Images will be judged on a tablet sized image only, so there is little or no quality advantage
in using any type of equipment
• No video will be accepted - it must be a still image.
Picture Format:
• Can be any shape; standard, cropped, square or panorama
• Image may be creatively enhanced in any way, using any enhancement post-processing
software, but not essential, judging is not based on software skills.
Entry Criteria:
• You may submit up to two pictures, taken by you, from Season opening 2019, to Season
Close 2020.
• Only pictures that have been posted to the Red Tag Team App between the above dates
will be accepted.
• You must be a financial member of Red Tag at closing date to be eligible
Submission:
• Send your photo via email prior to the closing date. (Team app photos are a little low-res).
• No need to register.
• The Judge is excluded from the competition and is immune to acts of kindness!
• Winners will be announced, and all pictures screened at the Red Tag Social Dinner Night
in 2020.

Yes, there will be prizes!
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Development Program
New Members
Have been getting into a range of events to get the
low down on this fly fishing caper. Saturday morning
fly casting has been regularly attended by recent and
experienced members at the casting pools at Fairfield
on a Saturday morning.
Tuesdays evenings saw an information night hosted
by Lef Andropof and other members, (new and old).

The topic de jour was “equipment from ba$ic to $en$ational.”

Table 1 featured all you need to get started, hooks, rod, line, reel(?)
(arguable, said Mr T.enkara)
Table 2 featured a more aspirational trove of items, that required serious commitment
to the craft and a loving spouse or understanding loans officer.
The small group on hand were treated to a discussion on all manner of tips and tricks
to get started, and by the end of the evening new and old members had learned and
shared.
Upcoming information nights will feature basic tying techniques and useful knots.
(sometimes at the same time!) For everyone interested, keep an eye on the emails and
calendar. Pictured in the background was the fly-tying group, going through their
paces on the bead headed pheasant tail.
As the photo attests, we are no longer restricted to the confines of the old cabin. Two
events on the one evening.
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News
Red Tag Annual Dinner

For the first time in the club’s history, the annual dinner was held at the
club rooms.
On a cool late August evening, close to 50 members and guests sat down
to the annual red tag dinner.
The night was an enjoyable affair. The new incoming president, Barney
Stephens, introduced himself to the audience and reflected on the club’s
rich history, acknowledging the contribution of presidents’ past, and the
people that have made the club what it is, and all those that continue to
help red tag to grow.
Bill Jackson having spent some of the afternoon in preparation,
wrangling with a wayward audio system, handed the microphone over to
David and Andrew to continue the evening’s proceedings…
All I can say from where I stood at ground zero, David was channeling
Ricky Gervais at the Golden Globes, fortunately the audience were
laughing so loudly that I was gob smacked we were getting away with it.
Great fun…

Sith Lord Darth David explaining to new member Heath how he
intends to use the force to manipulate the outcome of the raffle…
Heath made off with 4 bags of prizes!
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Great fun sums up the night. Everyone contributed generously at the
raffle, both members and sponsors, and without the support of both the
night would not be what it was.
As ever, many thanks are owed to the partners of those members, who
transformed the club room from a hall with just table and chairs into
restaurant style, tea light and daffodil filled space. I’m not sure how many
times those napkins had been folded on the day, but they were certainly
better than my original ham-fisted triangles, (they did have 3 sides).
Aside from one small fuse switch that tripped, prompting the question
“how many fishers does it take to change a fuse? the answer appears to
be 6, (1 member electrician, 1 holding a torch, and 4 pointing to
different spots on the fuse box), the night went without a hitch.
The food was good, the service seamless, and as the only vegetarian on
the night, the one-off prepared vegetable stack with pesto and haloumi
cheese, with a balsamic vinegar swirl was also a treat.
And to cap it off, the ‘pies got up in a hard-fought game, the last
15mins of which was studiously followed by fans of both teams, but all
part of the bigger one.

Go red-taggers!
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Library Report
Latest Acquisitions & Reviews
David Honeybone
Flies, Ties, & Techniques:
a practical guide to tying 50 irresistible flies
-

Charles Jardine
“This strikingly illustrated book is truly unique--the only
fly-tying guide that shows fishing flies in action. First, a
series of photos demonstrate how to tie each fly—and
second, a close-up photo shows precisely how each fly
appears and behaves as it rides on, or just below, the water's surface. Author and noted
sport fisherman Charles Jardine shows how to make 50 elite flies that are well-known
among outdoorsmen for their effectiveness in attracting trout and other game fish.
Complete, detailed fly-tying instructions accompany the step-by-step illustrations, and
an at-a-glance fact box designates each fly's degree of construction difficulty on a 1to-10 scale. The unique close-up photos of flies as each appears in the water come with
the author's brief, informative comments on how each fly behaves when it is cast into
the stream or lake.” Amazon.com

Fly-fishing Pressured Water: tying tactics
for today’s trout
-

Lloyd Gonzales
“This guide offers readers insightful knowledge on
how to properly fish pressured waters, including 54
styles and 110 patterns for mayflies, caddisflies,
stoneflies, and baitfish; Insightful information on the
trout’s perception and feeding behaviors, the type of
water, hatch characteristics; Recommended tools and
alternatives, including practical homemade gadgets;
The best materials, hooks, feathers, furs, synthetics,
plastic paper, thread, coatings, and different methods
for coloring flies, and so much more.” Amazon.com

The Fly
-

Andrew Herd
“The Fly is the result of a decade's research into the history of fly fishing and is
arguably the most authoritative work ever published on the subject. It breaks much
new ground, particularly where medieval fly fishing is concerned and aims to put the
reader in the shoes of our ancestors, enabling him to understand what it was like to
cast a fly in times gone by, from the Romans to the present day. "Andrew Herd's text
bristles with facts . . . blended with fresh and often colourful comments on the valuable
and sometimes bizarre background material that has somehow eluded other authors".
Fred Buller. ". . . one of the best pieces of writing and thought in fly fishing literature".
(John Betts).” www.anglebooks.com
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Fly Tying
In review
Intermediate & complex patterns Week 2 of the month.
Basic Patterns Week 4.
• 2$ to cover some exotic materials.
• (Check Google calendar for more detailed information).
• Generally 7:15 arrival for a 7:30 start.
This last month saw patterns being tied that reflected the off-season locations.
Salt water and lakes.
The clouser pattern for the intermediate and advanced class
Squirmy wormy for the beginners.
The always popular and effective pheasant tail flash back bead headed nymph was also
a highlight.
The tying categories belie the fact that all members are welcome to attend any of the
sessions. There is always someone willing to lend a hand or advice on technique,
whether the pattern is involved or straightforward. If you are new to the club or are
interested at finally trying your hand at tying your own flies, then drop in. There is
something special in catching fish on patterns that you have tied rather than buyed
(sorry).
After the AGM there has been some good suggestions to tie some foam-based patterns,
so look forward to some upcoming terrestrial patterns when we move closer to
summer. Just to whet the appetite here is a list of patterns that are up for consideration,
member feedback on others or endorsements is welcome.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Philbricks nymph
Redtag
Woolly worm
Wigrams black spinner
Hare’s ear nymph
Green rabbit and pearl
Geehi Beetle
Tom Jones
Dry Spruce
Montana nymph
Damsel nymph
Spent red spinner
Rubicon Belle
Rusty para dun
Aussie patriot
Klinkhammer special
Woolly bugger MkII
007 nymph
Orange spinner
Sth Island special
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Trip Report
St Georges+
David Honeybone.
Saturday, August 12

The five: (two David’s,
Craig, Andrew and Vin)
arrived at St George’s Lake to
a glorious morning of
sunshine, little wind and a
surprisingly
high
temperature
given
the
forecast overnight low of zero
degrees.
The former mining dam is about three kilometres in circumference and is popular
with locals and visitors alike. It’s stocked with trout and apparently holds a good head
of tench. There was no sign of either as the group spread around the lake ringing the
changes from Wooly Buggers to stick caddis and buzzers. Andrew Rodda almost took
an unscheduled dip, David Miller may have popped a rib such was his casting
exertions, Vin caught up with a couple of mates from the Ballarat club but after two
hours it was decided a move was in order. Vin guided us to the Creswick Calembeen
Lake Caravan Park, which hosts the annual Wastell Trophy every October. Nice spot
and the smaller lake contains fish…
We then split up. Craig, Andrew and I went to Dean’s Reservoir whilst Vin took
David to Moorabool, which was apparently at an improved level.
Dean’s was a new water for me, a small stocked lake surrounded by farmland, with a
dam at one end and reeds around much of the bank. A chat with two departing fishos
revealed midge action but nothing rising and one snake sighting.
Again, we rang the changes with fly selection but could tempt nothing and saw no
fish even from the raised vantage point of a pier off the dam wall. I pushed further
down to the end of the lake and fished a narrow bay. Wading through waist high
water, which was very clear in stark contrast to St George’s and with an abundance
of weed, it reminded me of one of the Millbrook Lakes. But it proved just as
frustrating and as the wind picked up and the temperature dropped it was time to go.
On the walk back to the car I undertook the black snake two-step. He went one way
and I went another. Not what I expected in August but apparently the place is
renowned for its snake population. We left Craig to it for another hour in the hope
of a midge hatch and some interested fish. At time of writing no captures of epicsized trout had been reported.
(see cover photo for conditions on the day)
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News Item
Podcast Review
Review: Dan Mamrot

Orvis Fly Fishing Guide Podcast
w/ Tom Rosenbauer
The Orvis Podcast is an (almost) weekly production presented by acclaimed fly-fishing
author and lifelong fly-fishing enthusiast, Tom Rosenbauer. With over 300 episodes
uploaded, the resource has developed into an institution of knowledge discussing a
wide variety of topics presented by the leading experts of the industry. Episodes cover
everything from swinging wet flies, Spey casting (and trout spey..), salt-water fly
fishing, carp (the ultimate sportfish), gear care, book reviews, tips and tricks, European
style Nymphing (as if you needed reminding), tenkara, the list goes on (and on, and
on…). There are also several insightful interviews with significant icons of the sport
that have changed and shaped all things considered modern fly-fishing. I highly
recommend downloading this podcast as a means of entertainment on the way to your
next fly-fishing adventure!

Score 5 Royal Wulffs out of 5
For the techno-challenged, podcasts can be downloaded to your phone for listening
to at your leisure. Apple folk use itunes, for android I recommend Pocket Casts, but
there are plenty of others for both systems. They can also be listened to directly on a
desktop browser. https://www.orvis.com/s/fly-fishing-guide-podcasts/4047

Red Tag Classifieds
Andy Elam has waders to sell.
Brand new pair of Simms G3 waders (tags attached and
Simms warranty).
Brand new retail, these beauties sell for $850.
Andy is willing to sell to a Red Tag member for $650!
They are a size S.
Anyone looking to upgrade
to high quality waders at a
great price.
Call Andy on 0421 089 999
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Hints and Helpful
Noteworthy news items
Cameron Clarke
Braided loop or fly line join construction
Monofilament braided material can be used to join fly line or to make a loop at either
end of the line. The method provides loops and joins that are high strength, easy to
use, and the simplest, most convenient way to connect fly line and transparent leader.
Great for attaching shooting heads, backing and leaders while avoiding the trouble of
tying a new knot should you break your leader. Use the braided loop connector instead
of making your own loop out of heavy monofilament line or heavy tippet material.

Materials required
1. Braided monofilament loop material (can buy by the length at most fly shops).
Need to ensure the diameter suits the size of the fly line you intend to work
on ie fly line needs to easily fit inside the braided material
2. Flat wax nylon thread on a bobbin
3. Big sewing needle
4. UV glue and light
5. Scissors

Braided loop
1. Take about 25cm of braided material and thread one end through the sewing
needle, make sure the braided material is just through the eye of the needle
2. Make a loop in the material so that the loop is about the size of a twenty-cent
piece
3. Thread the needle into the braided material where the loop intersects so the
needle is now inside the hollow section of the braided material
4. Shuffle the needle down through the braided material so that the ends of the
braided material are flush, and you now have a loop in the end of the braided
material
5. Push the end of the fly line inside the braided loop material (important have
the right size braided material to suit diameter of fly line). Shuffle the fly line
up inside the loop material until the end is close to the loop
6. Finish the loop off with nylon thread and glue
a. Cut a length of flat wax nylon thread(a) about twenty cms long and
lay to one side
b. Take your bobbin and pull out about 20cm of thread
c. You are now going to lay down some flat wax nylon thread in two
locations on the braided loop. One is to cover the daggy ends of the
loop material and one is to lock in the end of the fly line near the loop.
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d. Take the end of the flat wax nylon thread and lay the tag (about 34cms) along the fly line where the loop material ends. Then grip the
nylon thread tag and the fly line in two hands and twirl the bobbin
around and around the fly line using momentum created by moving
your hands in a twirling motion. Keep going until you have laid down
a bed of nylon thread which covers the ends of the braided loop. Make
sure the bed of thread is firm but not super tight (will pull the fly line
out of shape). This takes some practice but becomes easier once you
have done it a few times.
e. Once happy with your bed of thread take the piece of flat wax nylon
thread(a) previously laid to one side and bend it in half and lay it down
along your bed of thread (parallel to fly line), making sure the loop in
the flat wax nylon(a) is poking out. Then twirl the bobbin over your
loop about 5 times. When doing this make sure the last 5 twirls are
slightly firm but not too tight. Pull some thread off the bobbin (1015cm) and cut off.
f. Thread the end of the flat wax nylon you have just cutoff through the
loop(a) that should be poking out, then grab the ends of your flat wax
nylon loop(a) and pull. This will pull the tag end of your flat wax nylon
thread under the last five wraps and finish the process
g. Snip the tag off and you should be left with a nice smooth bed of
thread that covers any daggy bits.
h. Apply UV glue to the bed of nylon thread and finish with UV light or
sunlight.
The same technique can be used to join fly lines together except rather than making a
loop in the braided material you just push the two-fly line ends together so they meet
in the middle of your length of braided monofilament material. Then apply two beds
of thread using the described method to the ends of the braided monofilament
material.
I hope you found this useful.

Cameron Clarke
[Ed. Note]. Cam, I searched about the net looking for some cool accompanying graphics,
but on reading through the clear and easy to follow instructions, thought better of it.
Great reading!
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Member Report
One year on…
By Frank Groenveld.
I thought I would share my experience one year on from joining Red Tag.
Several members of the Club have asked me what got me interested in fly fishing.
Well, it was basically to connect with my new son-in-law who has been a fly
fisherman for some time and is, unlike me, extremely competitive.
Having purchased some gear without the first clue as to what I needed, and then
having attempted to catch something with this gear without any idea of what to
do with it, my wife kindly suggested I try to find a club and get with it!
Being reluctant to admit I knew nothing; it was my wife who contacted three
clubs in Melbourne.
Red Tag was the only club to reply to these enquiries, full credit to Secretary
Bill Jackson, and I was immediately encouraged to attend an (advanced) fly tying
club night. With 10 thumbs and completely out of my depth, I met some very
dedicated and nice people that night in a very quaint little cottage in Fairfield.
Membership thereafter was a no-brainer and there followed a series of casting
tuition sessions by some very experienced and very patient(!) volunteer club
members; and then a number of winter club trips to various lakes around the
Ballarat region where most Red Tag members seemed to spend their day
enjoying each other’s company in freezing conditions.
With plenty of Club activities, talk about gear and the access to a great club
library, the fog around some of the mysteries of rods, reels, fly lines, leaders and
tippet started to lift a little.
Armed with this new-found knowledge it was apparent that some investment
into a little more gear was required! But unsurprisingly, the fish remained elusive.
More club activities and club trips followed. Ten thumbs became eight at fly
tying and somehow the knowledge and talk around the tying table cleared up a
few entomological conundrums.
Although the pleasure of being outdoors in some fantastic locations was always
wonderful, there were still no fish forthcoming on further trips - not on dry fly,
nymph nor weird mutations (personal attempt at creating various flies).
Then, after nearly 12 months, on another club trip, I was paired with a club
member who taught me some basic small-stream craft. On that day, having
actually been shown where most likely to catch trout; having come somewhat to
terms with the fly fishing equipment; and having grasped at least the basics of
what you are supposed to do with a dry fly / nymph / woolly bugger, I managed
to catch my first wild trout!
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Like a lot of life's experiences, once you get over the first hurdle, things just seem
to get a little easier.
Fishing other streams fulfilled other small goals, such as catching a trout on a
nymph, rather than a dry fly; catching a trout on a self-made nymph or fly (that
was especially satisfying) and the goals just seem to go on and on. The genuine
pleasure and encouragement demonstrated by other club members was and
remains inspiring.
There are lots more little goals to achieve and I have come to realise that the
beauty of fly fishing is that you will never stop learning.
Now, just starting my second season with the Red Tag Club, I can at least say to
my son-in-law "Bring it on, boyo!", because it seems that I retain just a little
competitiveness after all...

One of Frank’s favourite flies.
The Royal Wulff
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Trip Report
Newlyn’s Reservoir
Dan Mamrot
August 3rd.
After the recent rains a group of optimistic fly fishers set out to Newlyn Reservoir, the possibility
of many large trout on their minds. The inclement weather and promise of strong winds did little
to deter The ‘Miserabool 9’, Vin, Frank, Peter C, Craig, Cameron, Roger, Corey, Nigel and yours
truly. Discussion of ‘game-plans’ included working the edges, 10-foot rods, sinking lines, indicator
nymphing and even some skagit action. We met at the lake and split up, some opting to cross the
wall to the far side, some walking along the northern shore and some fishing in front of the car
park.
I walked around the northern shore and began prospecting from close in, thinking the fish would
be holding in the margins due to the turbid water. After coming to a large bay, I cast a team of 2
flies (one black and grizzly Woolly Bugger, one peach Zonker) along the shoreline immediately to
my right, and began a slow, jerky figure 8 retrieve. The intermediate line allowed direct contact to
the flies, sitting just subsurface avoiding disturbance by the wind and waves. I felt a slight resistance
and strip-set to clear my flies of what I thought was weed, and all of a sudden, a fish erupted out
of the water. A quick fight ensued including several aerial manoeuvres as the male tried to shake
the hook.
Upon meeting with the others reports weren’t looking good. Peter had managed to see a few fish
moving, but no one managed any interest. From Newlyn, the members went their separate ways
yet weren’t able to produce any more fish. Some went to Dean’s, some to Cosgrove and the older
and wiser heads to Wallace pub where patrons were greeted by a warm meal and an open fireplace.
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Trip Report
Barwon River
July 20

By Bob Symons
A golden sunrise greeted Red Taggers as they drove towards Barwon Heads early on
Saturday morning to meet members of the Bellarine Fly Fishers by the Barwon River.
We were met by President, Ray and Secretary, Dave and several other members. Red
Tag members were welcomed by Ray and then Dave gave an excellent talk on fishing
the lower Barwon, best locations, fish species and what flies to use for the main fish
species. He then took us on a walk along the shore pointing out the various locations
that fish well.
Although we had clear blue skies, the northerly wind was blowing close to gale force
which made casting challenging and the river was flowing brown from recent rains,
both not conducive for catching fish however, the assembled group spread out and
tested our skills. With the incoming tide bring clearer ocean water into the mouth we
had higher hopes of finding fish and casting with the wind to our backs seemed to
help casting the fly some distance.
One of our Red Taggers was so focussed on casting to the elusive fish that, with the
tide coming in, he found the water was getting deeper and his feet stuck in the soft
sand so a couple of near bye fishers had to come to his rescue and drag him out to
safety before he submerged (no names). This may have been the highlight of the day
for some!!
A great deal of casting practice in high winds was had, no fish caught by Red Taggers,
but we all learnt a lot from the Bellarine fishers who generously gave their time,
knowledge and encouragement to the 11 Red Tag members who enjoyed their
company. The Barwon River mouth area is certainly a place to revisit to enjoy some
saltwater fishing. We wish to thank Ray, Dave and the Bellarine Fly Fishers for a great
day.
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Trip Report
End of Season in Eildon
By David Honeybone
June 7-June 10

The Adventurous Four in
Eildon.
The last weekend of the river season and Peter
Coles, Andrew Rodda, Bernie Keegan and I
descended on Eildon (the town with no
pub…still) in the hope of snaring some lairy
trout from a low-level Goulburn.
The Friday started well for me. A glorious
afternoon and I was into a feisty rainbow the
second cast of the day on a stretch just the right
side of the legal distance from the pondage gates
(or so I thought…more of this later). I’d arrived
via FlyFlinz, Lilydale, where Jim had
recommended the orange bead head nymph for
the time of year and cited some success with it
earlier in the week although fishing had been
hard. Stocked with these and a few other
essential items (cough) I sallied forth.
Unfortunately, a beady-eyed cormorant
perched himself in the tree opposite and despite me ringing the changes with fly selection I could
tempt nothing more. And so to the Pondage caravan park, a chatty owner, and then a walk and
fish along the Upper pondage from the caravan park to the road bridge although conditions were
low and weedy. Jumped in just the other side of the road bridge into the lower pondage and made
up for snapping my rod there two years ago by catching my first ever from there on a stripped
Woolly Bugger. Another rainbow which spent most of his time airborne but with a very pale
colouring compared to his cousin from the river. By that time the sky was beginning to bruise so
I snagged some average fish and chips, slaughtered the cabin red and fell asleep on the floor, by far
the most comfortable spot in the entire cabin for a stuffed back.

Saturday
A cold but clear start to the day glimpsed from the cabin window so off to Thoms Lane. The Back
Eildon Road always proves exciting though as fog descended out of nowhere and out of the gloom
came an errant farm dog that just managed to avoid adorning the front bumper. Only one other
fisherman there already who looked to be euro nymphing (it’s reached epidemic proportions I tell
you). So, I jumped in further round the bend and soon had what I thought was an enormous trout.
Five minutes later and I could see that the leviathan was a nice fish but not anywhere near my
expectations. I had managed to foul hook it in the back with the orange bead head. Another
followed about 45 minutes later to a swung Woolly Bugger.
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Traffic on the river had increased by then with lure fishos stomping through in full neoprene suits
and very little patience. But let’s not judge.
And so, to Thornton for lunch and rendezvous with the other lost souls Andrew, Peter and Bernie
whilst Frank had decided to stay on the Steavenson with his beloved Royal Wulff. Andrew and I
tried a stretch from Gilmore’s Bridge, which was new to both of us. There is something slightly
surreal about fishing the Goulburn at this time of year as I was able to wade right up the middle.
No fish were troubled, but it was a glorious afternoon. In an attempt to get Andrew a fish we
moved to my spot from Friday down from the Pondage gates. After about 30 minutes I got out in
an attempt to warm up when two fisheries officers arrived. After a pleasant ten-minute conversation
and showing of licences we were informed that whilst the area being fished was legal access to it
was not. Something to do with a 30-meter demarcation. Which was nice.
The evening was spent at the Thornton Hotel where Bernie regaled us with tales of salmon fishing
in Ireland and the mind-boggling amount of red tape you must go through before you even have
a rod in your hand. It’s a topic worthy of a future activity night.

Sunday
Andrew and I decided to fish from Thornton Bridge to Thoms Lane. I had only done this once
before. In Summer. And a refreshing five hours it had been too. But this time we placed the cars
strategically so saving a bit more of a walk. Not surprisingly we were not alone as the combination
of the long weekend and the end of the river season proved irresistible to all and sundry. Too many
instances to recount but the highlight was Andrew being depth-charged by three kids lure fishing
with 5-inch hard body plugs. And all whilst vaping. Vaping! Our tweeds stiffened in protest.
Andrew bagged a small brown.
Bernie had persisted with Thoms Lane but with no returns for his industry. I can’t remember
where Peter fished but it might have been the Rubicon and just to rub it in was receiving updates
from Dan Mamrot about a carefully planned and successful assault on Big River.
Plans for the evening meal were made. There is a pizza restaurant in Eildon run by…let’s call him
Mr X. Advertising late opening…how late would we like? 7pm, table for 4, yes see you then.
Come the designated hour, lights are on, customers are at tables and yet four hungry fishos are
told no, sorry, no pizza for you, too busy…
Plan B involved a drive to Aqua, a restaurant and bar overlooking the marina on the lake. Place
was packed but they found room for us and were more than obliging. So remember when in
Eildon…no to pizza, yes to Aqua.
Kudos to Bernie who had flogged the Thoms Lane stretch on both days all for no return, slept in
a bivvy, drove us around on Sunday night and then drove back to Melbourne.

Monday
I tried the Pondage for an hour with an 8wt whilst the others headed off for parts unknown or
Melbourne. Note to self: avoid Yea on a public holiday. Most of the state appeared to be there.
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‘appy snaps
via Red Tag Fly Fishers’ Team App.

Although it may be off-season,
there is still much going on.

hmmm.
the less said
about the
mop-fly the
better.
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